Faculty Scholarship (2004-2008)

The Scholarship of Discovery (faculty appear in bold)

- **Foster PN, Sidhu R, Gadhia DA, DeMusis M.** Leveraging computerized sign-out to increase error reporting and addressing patient safety in graduate medical education. JGIM. 2008;23(4):481-4.

- Chaudhry S, **Caccamese SM, Beasley B.** What predicts residency accreditation cycle length? Accepted for publication, July 2008, Academic Medicine.


• Caccamese SM, Dorsey M. The impact of program director turnover on internal medicine residents. Poster presentation, Alliance for Academic Internal Medicine Poster Reception, Academic Internal Medicine Week 2004, Nashville, TN, 10/04.


The Scholarship of Dissemination (faculty appear in bold)


• Dy N, Foster P, Producing a resident manual, workshop at APA/ APDIM Spring meeting 2006.


• Adelman AM, Daly MP, Executive Function Testing to Diagnose Subtype Dementias. American Family Physician, 2006; 73(2): 211-212


• Adelman AM, Daly MP, Initial Evaluation of the Patient with Suspected Dementia. Am Fam Phys 2005;71:1745-50

The Scholarship of Application (faculty appear in bold)

• Doppalapudi A, Kiangkitiawan B, Fonder M, Solberg K, Bohner B. Levofloxacin-induced delirium with psychotic features. Accepted for publication, General Hospital Psychiatry, 2008.

Poster/oral presentations at Associates Meeting, Maryland Chapter, American College of Physicians, 2004-2008

• Milk alkali syndrome. Yatin Patil, Michele DeMusis, Paul Foster.
• Hide and go seek hypertension. Sarina Ahuja, Syed Zaidi, Matthew Baldwin.
• From MICU to skiing. Evgeny Pinelis, Paul Foster.
• Subdural empyema complicating acute sinusitis. Jean Abou Yared, Howard Moses, Syed Zaidi, Nithin Karakala.
• An underappreciated cause of hypoxia. Farooq Mohammad, Evgeny Pinelis, Eugene Obah.
• Pulselessness: PVD or vasculitis? Anupam Chahal, Runa Sidhu, Hmu Minn.
Can toxic granulations and band neutrophils predict infection? Akhil Vallabhaneni, MD, Eugene Obah, MD, Avanthi Doppalapudi, MD, Bazzi Mouhammad, MD, Raya Masoud.

DELAYED LIFE-THREATENING HEMORRHAGE FROM SPONTANEOUS RUPTURE OF AN INTERCOSTAL ARTERY ANEURYSM (IAA). Boonsong Kiangkitiwan, MD, Avanthi Doppalapudi, MD, Michele DeMusis, MD

LEVOFLOXACIN-INDUCED DELIRIUM AND PSYCHOSIS. Boonsong Kiangkitiwan, MD, Avanthi Doppalapudi, MD, Michele DeMusis, MD

NOISY PNEUMOTHORAX: NOW YOU HEAR IT, NOW YOU DON’T. Avanthi Doppalapudi, MD; Nicholas Dalesio, MD; Louis A Grenzer, MD

Unusual Case of Retroperitoneal Bleed. Evgeny Pinelis, Norman Novis, Mark Gosnell.

Pneumomediastinum associated with marijuana use. Evgeny Pinelis, Christopher Abeid, Bindu Muthu, Cynthia Soriano.

RETROPERITONEAL HEMATOMA IN THE ABSENCE OF A GASTROINTESTINAL PERFORATION: A RARE COMPLICATION OF A COMMON ENDOSCOPIC PROCEDURE. Cheng Zhang MD, PhD, Avanthi Doppalapudi MD, and Michele DeMusis MD

Cholesterol Crystal Embolization. Akhil Vallabhaneni, MD, Varsha Vanikar MD, Arvind Vemula MD, David Riedel MD

Upper Extremity Deep Venous Thrombosis Foreshadows a Second Malignancy. Avanthi Doppalapudi MD, Mei Tang MD, Suzanne Caccamese MD.

An Intraabdominal Cause Of Chest Pain - Gastrointestinal Stromal Tumor. Avanthi Doppalapudi MD, Dhruv Gadhia MD, Mouhamad Bazzi MD, Linda Rosenthal MD, Paul Celano MD.

Pyomyositis of the Paraspinal Muscles. Ayesha Jamal, MD, Lakshmi Meenakshisundaram, MD, and David Riedel, MD

Unusual case of the unusual Primitive Neuro Ectodermal Tumor. Mohammed Khaleel Ahmed MD, Madhu Chaudhry MD, Mouhamad Bazzi MD


An Unusual Cause of Episodic Hypotension: Understanding Systemic Capillary Leak Syndrome. Dhruv Gadhia, MD (presenter), Ben Snyder, MD, Hmu Minn, MD, Laura Donegan, MD, FACP.

Reactivation of Latent Tuberculosis on Infliximab Therapy. Mohammed Khaleel Ahmed, M.D., Tommy Ibrahim, M.D., Mehreen Qureshi, M.D., Mei Tang, M.D., Suzanne Caccamese, M.D., Marie Chatham, M.D.

Acute unilateral third nerve palsy: a rare presentation of temporal arteritis. Vanikar V, Qureshi M, Foster P.

Valproate induced hyperammonemic encephalopathy in a patient with bipolar disorder. Chan D, Minn H, Foster P.

Resident Scholarship (2004-2006)

The Scholarship of Discovery (residents appear in bold)


The Scholarship of Dissemination (residents appear in bold)


The Scholarship of Application (residents appear in bold)

Doppalapudi A, Kiangkitiawan B, Fonder M, Solberg K, Bohner B. Levofloxacin-induced delirium with psychotic features. Accepted for publication, General Hospital Psychiatry, 2008.

Poster presentations at Associates Meeting, Maryland Chapter, American College of Physicians, May, 2006-2008 (residents appear in bold)

Milk alkali syndrome. Yatin Patil, Michele DeMusis, Paul Foster.


Renal tubular acidosis in SLE. Nithin Karakala, Jean Abou Yared.

Hide and go seek hypertension. Sarina Ahuja, Syed Zaidi, Matthew Baldwin.

From MICU to skiing. Evgeny Pinelis, Paul Foster.

Subdural empyema complicating acute sinusitis. Jean Abou Yared, Howard Moses, Syed Zaidi, Nithin Karakala.

An underappreciated cause of hypoxia. Farooq Mohammad, Evgeny Pinelis, Eugene Obah.

Pulselessness: PVD or vasculitis? Anupam Chahal, Runa Sidhu, Hmu Minn.

Can toxic granulations and band neutrophils predict infection? Akhil Vallabhaneni, MD, Eugene Obah, MD, Avanthi Doppalapudi, MD, Bazzi Mouhammad, MD, Raya Masoud.

DELAYED LIFE-THREATENING HEMORRHAGE FROM SPONTANEOUS RUPTURE OF AN INTERCOSTAL ARTERY ANEURYSM (IAA). Boonsoong Kiangkitiwan, MD, Avanthi Doppalapudi, MD, Michele DeMusis, MD

LEVOFLOXACIN-INDUCED DELIRIUM AND PSYCHOSIS. Boonsoong Kiangkitiwan, MD, Avanthi Doppalapudi, MD, Michele DeMusis, MD

NOISY PNEUMOTHORAX: NOW YOU HEAR IT, NOW YOU DON'T. Avanthi Doppalapudi, MD; Nicholas Dalesio, MD; Louis A Grenzer, MD

Unusual Case of Retroperitoneal Bleed. Evgeny Pinelis, Norman Novis, Mark Gosnell.

Pneumomediastinum associated with marijuana use. Evgeny Pinelis, Christopher Abeid, Bindu Muthu, Cynthia Soriano.

RETROPERITONEAL HEMATOMA IN THE ABSENCE OF A GASTROINTESTINAL PERFORATION: A RARE COMPLICATION OF A COMMON ENDOSCOPIC PROCEDURE.

Cholesterol Crystal Embolization. Akhil Vallabhaneni, MD, Varsha Vanikar MD, Arvind Vemula MD, David Riedel MD

Upper Extremity Deep Venous Thrombosis Foreshadows a Second Malignancy. Avanthi Doppalapudi MD, Mei Tang MD, Suzanne Caccamese MD.

An Intraabdominal Cause Of Chest Pain - Gastrointestinal Stromal Tumor. Avanthi Doppalapudi MD, Dhruv Gadhia MD, Mouhamad Bazzi MD, Linda Rosenthal MD, Paul Celano MD.

Pyomyositis of the Paraspinal Muscles. Ayesha Jamal, MD, Lakshmi Meenakshisundaram, MD, and David Riedel, MD

Unusual case of the unusual Primitive Neuro Ectodermal Tumor. Mohammed Khaleel Ahmed MD, Madhu Chaudhry MD, Mouhamad Bazzi MD


Reactivation of Latent Tuberculosis on Infliximab Therapy. Mohammed Khaleel Ahmed, M.D., Tommy Ibrahim, M.D., Mehreen Qureshi, M.D., Mei Tang, M.D., Suzanne Caccamese, M.D., Marie Chatham, M.D.

Acute unilateral third nerve palsy: a rare presentation of temporal arteritis. Vanikar V, Qureshi M, Foster P.

Valproate induced hyperammonemic encephalopathy in a patient with bipolar disorder. Chan D, Minn H, Foster P.

Oral clinical vignette presentation at Associates Meeting, Maryland Chapter, American College of Physicians, 2005-2008 (residents appear in bold)

Novel mutation in TNF receptor-1 associated periodic syndrome. Jean Abou Yared (presenter)

Stiff Person Syndrome. Samia Soofi, MD (presenter)

An Unusual Cause of Episodic Hypotension: Understanding Systemic Capillary Leak Syndrome. Dhruv Gadhia, MD (presenter), Ben Snyder, MD, Hmu Minn, MD, Laura Donegan, MD, FACP.